ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The gap between experimentally determined protein structures and known sequences is growing rapidly. Due to the computational complexity of predicting the full three-dimensional structure of a protein from the sequence alone, a large number of approaches has been developed to predict intermediate structural features of proteins like solvent accessibility, contact maps or secondary structure. For example, predicted protein secondary structures have been useful to recognize the fold of a protein with negligible sequence identity to known structures using SSE alignments [16] .
The problem of protein secondary structure prediction has been tackled by many different approaches since the 1970s, starting with single residue statistics [3] reaching about 50% prediction accuracy on unseen examples and has reached its current peak of slightly below 80% more than 30 years later using modern machine learning methods and features derived from Position Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSM) that are based on recent sequence databases and search techniques like PSI-BLAST [2] .
Improvements in predictive accuracy can in principle be achieved by new algorithms and by new representations (i.e., ways of presenting the input to a learning algorithm). In the history of secondary structure prediction, we have seen progress on both sides. The * to whom correspondence should be addressed major improvement on the representation side has been the introduction of multiple alignment based features by Rost and Sander in 1993 [23] . Six years later Jones further improved this representation by the introduction of PSI-PRED [10] that relied on more sensitive features derived from a PSI-BLAST search. This representation has been adopted by most prediction methods since 1999. Algorithmic innovations such as recurrent neural networks [20] or Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [27] (both with quite a long history of improvements) were subsequently applied to this kind of representation. Further improvements may be expected from Kernel methods for structured output or new algorithms for graphical models [13] .
In contrast to these algorithmic improvements, we propose a novel representation for protein secondary structure prediction based on frequent patterns (roughly speaking, subsequences). The representation is quite general and can be tuned by parameters according to specific, application-dependent requirements. The proposal for a representation is largely orthogonal to algorithmic improvements, and may be used in combination with many of the above techniques. The proposed representation is essentially window-less and based on words of arbitrary length. As a learning algorithm, we employ SVMs in a set-up similar to the one described by Ward et al. [27] . However, any classification algorithm may be used for our purposes.
While word-based approaches have already been used for secondary structure prediction by Rooman et al. [21] , our representation is based on patterns of consecutive amino acids (or amino acid groups with common properties) of any length that are found frequently in a protein database. The idea is to find all such patterns within a defined protein language (see section 2.1) occurring with a frequency greater than a user-defined minimum frequency or support. The resulting patterns may be shorter or longer, as long as their frequency is sufficiently high. We restrict ourselves to frequent patterns since frequency is a necessary condition for predictivity 1 . Minimum frequency is a criterion more sensible than minimum length, because length is not necessarily related to frequency or predictive power. In previous work, we showed that the two-stage approach to first find interesting patterns and then use them in statistical learning algorithms can yield excellent performance in other application domains, such as quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) and predictive toxicology [12] . Rooman et al. [21] restricted their frequent patterns to a certain length, and the above argument applies. Another difference from this publication is that we allow patterns to be found anywhere in the protein sequence, overcoming the restriction of a sliding window of fixed size. Additionally, the representation has been updated to use information from multiple sequence alignments which has been a major source for improvement in the last years.
In the following we will discuss several steps in the feature generation process in detail and shortly describe our two-layered SVM set-up. Finally, we benchmark our method against three well-known prediction servers, PSI-PRED [10] , PHD [23] and PROF-SEC (Rost, unpublished) , in a blind testing set-up using 150 targets from the EVA contest [22] .
METHODS

Finding Frequent Patterns using Levelwise Search
Our approach to protein secondary structure prediction is based on frequent patterns of consecutive amino acids. We propose the use of a levelwise search strategy [14] to find such patterns in a protein database. The problem can be formalized as follows: Let Σ be the alphabet of the 20 amino acids that can naturally be found in proteins with Σ = {A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y}. A protein sequence s ∈ Σ * is defined as a string of any length over the alphabet Σ while the protein database D ⊂ Σ * is a subset of all possible strings over Σ. Let further G be a set of amino acid groups that share common chemical, structural or evolutionary properties. Each group is defined analogously to a regular expression group where, e.g., [DE] ). The pattern alphabet is now defined as P = Σ∪G and a pattern p = P * as a string over the alphabet P .
The task is to identify all patterns p in a protein database D that are frequent due to the user specified minimal support minSup. Formally spoken we search for {p ∈ P * |f req(p, D) ≥ minSup}. The frequency of a pattern in the database is defined as f req(p, D) = P s∈D number of occurrences of p in s which means that we count every occurrence of the pattern in D as an independent event due to the fact that a pattern can encode the same secondary structure element several times in the same protein.
An important property of the pattern space is that the patterns are ordered according to a is more general than relation. A pattern p = p1, ..., pm is said to be more general than a pattern q = q1, ..., qn (also indicated by p q) if there exist 1 ≤ i ≤ i + m − 1 ≤ n such that for all j from 1 to m: pj c qi+j−1, where x c y means that character x is more general than character y. For instance, character [HKR] is more general than character H in the above alphabet. If all characters are equally general, then it is sufficient that p is a substring of q, that is, for j from 1 to m: pj = qi+j−1. ≺ is defined analogously excluding equality.
Since we search for all patterns that fulfill a minimal frequency criterion the search space is ordered in an anti-monotonic fashion such that for all patterns p, q: Table 1 . Pseudo code for our levelwise string-mining [14] algorithm x = p1, ..., pn−1 and y = p2, ..., pn have already been found to be frequent. Therefore the algorithm searches the space in a levelwise manner and all parts of the search space that contain infrequent subpatterns can be pruned. The pseudo code for the our levelwise string-mining algorithm can be seen in Table 1 . Other, more efficient algorithms for finding frequent subsequences are known [6] , but the algorithm presented here is sufficient for the purposes of this paper.
From Frequent Patterns to Features
While the algorithm shown in Table 1 finds all patterns in the protein database that are frequent, it neither tells us anything about the structural interestingness of a pattern, nor does it deliver any model that could be used for secondary structure prediction. In the following we will discuss several aspects of how to define features from the frequent patterns that can be used by a machine learning algorithm to learn a model of protein secondary structure. A pattern of length N is also referred to as N-gram.
Feature Definition
Many machine learning algorithms learn from feature vectors that are presented to the algorithm together with the true class label. Now, we have to define what a component of the feature vector, i.e., a feature, encodes. Many successful approaches to the problem [10, 27, 20, 23] are based on The idea of a sliding window is used by most secondary structure prediction methods, even though it is a clear simplification of the biological reality, especially for β-sheets that are formed by long-distance interactions. But it has also been shown by Crooks et al. [4] that signals within single amino acids are too weak to capture long distance interactions between amino acids that influence the local backbone conformation. Possibly, longer patterns can capture signals from beyond the borders of the sliding window. Therefore, we extend our feature definition to work in a window of "infinite" size, meaning that all possible features (only limited by the length of the longest sequence in the database) are generated and tested for their interestingness leading to a window-free approach to secondary structure prediction.
Feature Quantification
The next question we have to address is how to assign a numerical value to every feature. Features based on single amino acids do not only encode the presence or absence of an amino acid in the query sequence, but incorporate knowledge about sequence neighbors (homologs) of the query sequence into their feature values. This can be done using PSSMs computed e.g. by PSI-BLAST [2] which has been a major source for improvement of the prediction accuracy in the last years. Figure  2 shows a first way to incorporate knowledge from a multiple alignment into our feature values by simply counting the number of times a feature is observed in the alignment, which is referred to as the term-frequency (TF) of a feature in the following. Our multiple alignments are generated by a PSI-BLAST search (up to 5 iterations, e-value: 0.0001) in a non-redundant sequence database (NCBI-nr April 2004). From the resulting pairwise alignments between the query sequence and its homologs, gaps in the query together with the corresponding residues in the respective homolog are removed. No attempt to improve the alignment by a real multiple alignment strategy is made.
Based on the TF values several feature quantification schemes have been tested (results not shown) on a database of 513 proteins [5] . Our final feature quantification scheme, called SMART-PSSM, uses two major ideas. First, it incorporates background knowledge of the feature frequency in the training set into the feature values. This is achieved by using the term-frequency inverted document frequency (TFIDF) [24] weighting scheme which evaluates the importance of a feature proportionally to the number of times it appears in the feature vector, but offset by how common the feature is in all feature vectors in the training database (see eq. 1). Second, we normalize the feature values to range between 0 and 1 in a length specific manner, meaning that we only take features of the same length into account when normalizing the feature values in a feature vector using a standard cosine normalization (see eq. 2). Given a pattern p matching a sequence in the multiple alignment, its corresponding feature f , the total number of sequences |D| in the training database D, as well as a particular feature vector d for a residue in the training database. Let further T F f denote the number of occurrences of feature f in the feature vector d and DFp the number of feature vectors in D that contain pattern p at least once. We can define the TFIDF [24] value as follows:
Let now SL be the set of features with the same length matching the same (start) position in the multiple alignment. Let further T F IDF (i) denote the T F IDF value (see eq. 1) of the i th feature in SL. Then the SMART-PSSM value for a feature f is defined as:
Central residue H E C P Feature found HC EC CC x ¬Feature found ¬HC ¬EC ¬CC y P nH nE nC N Table 2 . Definition of values counted in the protein database to determine precision and recall of a feature as well as to calculate its χ 2 significance.
Feature selection
Our feature definition given in 2.2.1 results in a very large number of features (see also Table 3 ) which makes learning on the complete feature set infeasible in terms of training and testing time as well as predictive performance (i.e., the risk of overfitting is increased).
To select interesting features from the set of all possible ones, we apply two filter steps, namely a χ 2 -filter and recall-precision binning [7] . Both filters use information defined in Table 2 . From the features statistically associated with the class information, we keep only those that are the best for one of the classes, either with a low recall and a high precision, or, vice versa, with a high recall and a low precision.
The χ 2 -test is a common statistical test to measure the divergence of observed values from the distribution expected if one assumes that the occurrence of the feature is actually independent of the class value. We can define a feature to be statistically significant if the occurrence of feature f is not independent of the respective structural class γ of the central residue. The value of the χ 2 -test statistic can be calculated from the values in Table 2 by eq. 3.
All features that are found to be statistically significant are then filtered by recall-precision binning. Recall and Precision are common measures of interestingness of a feature and can be defined from Table 2 as precision = γC x and recall = γC nγ
. Using recallprecision binning, we can find a trade-off between features with a high precision corresponding to highly accurate, narrow features that subsume only few examples and a high recall, representing broad features that subsume many examples with only fair accuracy, in the final feature set. Additionally, we can control the total number of features in the final feature set. The basic principle of recall-precision binning is shown in Figure 3 . Given the precision and recall of all features with respect to a given class γ at the central residue we subdivide the recall dimension into intervals of equal width, also called bins. For instance, one possibility would be to select the top 10% features, in terms of precision, from each recall bin.
In practice, the recall bins are not equally filled. Therefore, it makes sense to merge bins if they contain less than a certain number of instances. Another practical option is not to fix the number of features per bin in advance, but to choose it such that a targeted number of features is output as a result.
The goal of the overall procedure is to obtain significant features covering the whole range of possible recall values. Therefore, we first determine the statistically significant features, and then pick those covering the recall spectrum equally. Basically, it is also possible to apply the filters in the opposite order. However, if the χ 2 -based filter is applied after the recall-precision filter, not all bins might be equally filtered by the second step. Thus, the variation in the resulting number of features per bin might be high, which is not desirable.
From Features to Models
To learn concepts of protein secondary structure from our features defined above we employ Support Vector Machines [26] that have already been shown to perform well when being applied to the problem [27] . We use the SV M light software [9] to train three binary SVM classifiers using a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The output of the binary classifiers is combined using pairwise coupling [8] and the raw output values of the SVM decision function are mapped to probabilities using a method described by Platt [19] , which corresponds to fitting two parameters of a sigmoid function.
Structure to Structure Layer
The "sequence to structure" layer discussed so far is trained to classify mutually independent segments of residues in terms of the state of a single central residue. Nevertheless, secondary structure elements exist rarely on their own, but mostly can be found in groups of consecutive residues of the same type, so the consecutive patterns are correlated. But in our "sequence to structure" layer, there is no explicit representation of this fact. One can overcome this shortcoming, at least in part, by introducing a second prediction layer which makes its prediction for a central residue in a sliding window of size 15 based on the output of the "sequence to structure" layer (one probability for each of the three states H, E, C for every residue) and an additional binary feature to indicate the termini of the protein. Similar to Ward et al. [27] , our "structure to structure" layer consists of three one-versus-one binary SVM classifiers that use the RBF kernel. Their votes are combined by a simple voting approach. The use of a window in the second layer is no restriction to our window-less approach discussed above since the secondary structure signals are computed by the first layer. The second layer is only used to locally smooth the predicted elements to account for the segmented nature of secondary structure.
DATA AND RESULTS
Data
All preliminary tests and parameter optimizations have been done using a set of 513 proteins (named CB513) compiled by Cuff and Barton in 1999 [5] . Since this set of proteins is not a comprehensive sample of the fold space known today, we compiled a larger set of proteins for finally training our secondary structure prediction This resulted in a final dataset of 940 proteins containing 157,813 residues in total. The proteins in the SCOP-SFR set share no significant sequence identity (<25%) and are representative for the fold space known to date. Following other authors [10, 27, 23] , all secondary structure assignments were made using the DSSP [11] program and the DSSP assignments were reduced to three states using the reduction scheme that is also used in the EVA [22] contest; α-helices and 310-helices are converted to H, sheets and isolated β-bridges to E and the rest to C. A fair comparison of our method with other prediction servers is only possible in a blind testing setup. Since our training set contains only proteins that have been released before January 2004, all proteins added to the EVA server since January 2004 are blind test examples for our method. Therefore we retrieved all EVA targets from January 2004 to July 2005 from the EVA server for which predictions of PSI-PRED [10] , PHD [23] and PROF-SEC (B. Rost, unpublished) are available resulting in a test set of 150 proteins (named EVA150). EVA only accepts targets that show no significant sequence similarity to any protein known at the time the target structure was solved (see [22] for details). Therefore, none of the proteins in this test set has significant sequence identity to any protein in the CB513 or SCOP-SFR set, which were used for training and optimizing the method.
Feature sets
We compiled three different feature sets. The first set, named SingleAA, contains only features derived from the 20 amino acids based on a window of size 15, corresponding to features used by PSSM-based approaches. The other two sets are built from frequent patterns. The frequent patterns are found by levelwise search with minimum support 40 in the CB513 database using the extended alphabet of the 20 amino acids and the 10 property groups as defined in 2.2.1. The CB513 set has been chosen since it does not contain homologous sequences and therefore patterns found frequently in the set can be expected to arrise due to their biological relevance and not due to sequence homology. The minimum support was adjusted such that many and still sufficiently long patterns are found in the database. Setting the minimum support to 40, we obtain 218,678 frequent patterns of length up to 8 residues. From those patterns, we define a window-based set of features (window size 15, overlapping windows), named PG30WindowBased, and a window-free feature set, named PG30WindowFree.
As shown in Table 3 , the number of initial features becomes intractable for the last two feature sets. This makes feature selection a crucial step for learning. The features for the final set have been selected using the filters described in 2.2.3.
The significance level of the χ 2 -based filter was set to 0.1 in the case of the 30PGWindowBased set, and to 0.01 in the case of the 30PGWindowFree set in order to keep about the same number of features for Precision-Recall filtering. The bin size for the recall-precision filter was set to 0.001, and bins were merged if they contained less than 100 instances. The percentage of features per bin was chosen such that overall about 15,000 features were generated, in order to make training feasible.
Evaluation on EVA Targets
We compare the performance of our secondary structure prediction method to the performance of PSI-PRED, PHD and PROF-SEC based on the EVA150 protein set. For all three feature sets defined above the SVM parameters have been optimized independently on the CB513 data set using a grid search approach. The "sequence to structure" layer has been trained on the 940 proteins in the SCOP-SFR set while the "structure to structure" layer was trained on 126 proteins from the CB513 set. All prediction results are based on the two-layered system of three one-against-one binary Support Vector Machines per layer. The predictions of the other prediction methods have been obtained directly from the EVA server.
To evaluate the prediction performance of the six methods we use standard secondary structure prediction quality measurements, namely Q scores (Q3, QH , QE, QC , for an overview see [23] ), SOV [29] , the Matthews Correlation coefficient [15] (CH , CE, CC ), as well as the SSEA [17] score which has been found to give a good indication about the usefulness of a secondary structure prediction for further use in the fold recognition process. Q3, SOV and SSEA scores are averaged over the 150 chains in the EVA150 set.
The detailed results on the EVA150 dataset are shown in Table  4 . First of all it is noteworthy that the results of the other servers are consistent with the results obtained by those servers on the complete set of proteins evaluated so far in the EVA contest with PSI-PRED being best, PROF-SEC being close to PSI-PRED and PHD, as the oldest method of the three servers, being third. This indicates that the EVA150 set allows for a valid estimation of the prediction performance.
Within our feature sets the window-free feature set (PG30Window-Free) turns out to be the best one. While it performs slightly better than the SingleAA feature set, it clearly outperforms the window-based features.
When comparing our best performing feature set, the PG30WindowFree set, with the results of the other servers we find our method to perform similar to PROF-SEC and therefore significantly better than PHD and a bit worse than PSI-PRED. Unfortunately, our method seems to perform worse than the other methods in predicting β-sheets. Since the results without the second layer (not shown) have better β-sheet prediction scores, this lack in prediction accuracy for sheets could be due to a too small protein set used to train the "structure to structure" layer such that weak sheet signals are filtered out. Ward et al. [27] also found their SVM approach to predict β-strands more conservative than competitive Table 4 . Performance of the three other servers (PSI-PRED, PROF-SEC, PHD) and our three feature sets on the EVA150 database with respect to different secondary structure prediction quality measurements.
neural network approaches so that this observation could also be due to the underlying machine learning method. It has been found [17] that breaking down the errors made by a secondary structure prediction method into four error classes (wrong-, under-and overpredictions as well as length errors) is useful for benchmarking as under-and wrong-predictions appear to have a stronger negative influence on using the predicted secondary structure in secondary structure element alignments for fold recognition than the other two error types. The error type distributions for the six methods tested are shown in Table 4 . Overall, the results indicate that our method performs comparable to other established secondary structure prediction servers, even though being trained on only 940 proteins. In comparison, PSI-PRED is being trained on about 5000 proteins [27] . Still, it suffers from the same problems of predicting long-distance interactions and therefore especially β-sheets worse than helix and coil.
Consensus Prediction
To see whether the presented approach provides additional information for protein secondary structure prediction compared to established methods, we performed experiments for consensus prediction on the EVA150 dataset. We inferred and evaluated metaclassifiers based on different subsets of methods using ten-fold cross-validation. It should be noted that it is not our intention to present a new method for consensus prediction, but to show that complementary information is provided.
The output of the base-level classifiers (PSI-PRED, PROF-SEC, PHD and the proposed method, called FPPS -frequent-pattern based prediction of secondary structure -in the following) on the EVA targets is given as input to the meta-classifier. FPPS uses the 30PGWindowFree set of descriptors. To combine the predictions efficiently, we chose AODE [28] from the family of Semi-Naive Bayes methods. The method was chosen for its efficiency (runtime linear in the examples) and its ability to take into account variable dependencies in a straightforward manner. The Q3 from ten-fold stratified cross-validation is an estimate of the performance on new, unseen instances. In Table 5 the results of consensus predictions without and with FPPS can be found. The performance of the individual methods can be found in Table 4 . It is important to note that the results of individual methods and those of consensus methods cannot be compared easily, because consensus results are based on AODE predictions from 10-fold cross-validation, whereas individual results are obtained directly as outputs from the prediction methods compared here. Therefore, a comparison between a single method's predictions and consensus predictions of two or Table 5 . Results of the consensus methods. The per-residue Q 3 performance from 10-fold crossvalidation of consensus prediction without FPPS (second column) and with FPPS (third column) are shown. The fourth column indicates the performance gain adding FPPS predictions. In the last column, the gain of adding a different method is shown. more methods is not meaningful. The simplest meaningful comparison is one between a two-method and a three-method consensus prediction.
On the left-hand side of Table 5 , the Q3 of consensus predictions without FPPS is shown, and on the right-hand side the Q3 of consensus predictions taking into account FPPS predictions additionally. The difference in performance, ∆Q3, shows that the performance gain ranges between 0.85 and 1.51 percentage points. Overall, the differences between the methods are relatively small: typically, the methods disagree in the order of one thousand residues, and the number of errors made by the methods differ approximately in one or two hundred residues. Still, it is possible to test the statistical significance of the results using McNemar's test, which determines for two classifiers A and B, whether errors made by just A are as likely as those made by just B. As it turns out, all p-values are clearly less than 10 −3 , indicating statistically highly significant performance gains. Therefore, we may conclude that FPPS contributes to a slight, but statistically significantly improvement used together with established methods. Note that the contributions of PHD and PROF-SEC to consensus predictions are smaller than those of FPPS and PSI-PRED (see the last column of Table 5 ). In summary, the results indicate that the predictions by all three methods are largely overlapping, with a small number of useful complementary predictions that can be combined to improve predictions.
We introduced a new representation for protein secondary structure prediction based on frequent patterns of consecutive amino acids that can be located anywhere in the protein sequence. The patterns may be of arbitrary length, and can be used to obtain a windowless representation. The only restriction is that the patterns must occur with a frequency greater than a user-specified threshold in the sequences. Generating all patterns with a minimum frequency is more sensible than generating all patterns with a maximum length, because the minimum frequency constraint depends on the data and not on syntax. The main advantage of the method is that the generation of descriptors can be arbitrarily parameterized. That is, it allows the tuning of representations via parameters, in contrast to the tuning of machine learning algorithms. Having a parameterized representation is useful, because it enables a fine degree of control over the features to be included in a model. This work also contributes further building blocks that can be tuned and adapted to specific requirements: feature quantification and taking into account aligned sequences.
The scalability of the approach depends to a large extent on the efficiency of pattern generation. For most algorithms (including the simple APriori-based in this paper), it depends on the choice of a suitable value for the minimum support parameter. Optimized algorithms can answer all frequency-related queries for 50MB of sequences and more [6] , making the cost of this step uncritical for protein sequences. Since our novel representation is independent of the machine learning algorithms used, we can also easily replace the (at least) quadratic SVM scheme by a linear scheme, e.g., a Semi-Naive Bayes method like AODE [28] .
We benchmarked our method against well-known prediction servers on 150 EVA targets and found our method to perform similar to well-established methods. Also, our method is found to contribute significantly to consensus prediction, showing that it provides information complementary to that of established methods.
As future work, it would be interesting to apply the method to the prediction of other structural features, such as solvent accessibility states. Further improvements should be possible by taking into account 3D information. For this purpose, variants of Apriori [1] searching for frequent contacts or frequent 3D configurations instead of (or additionally to) sequence patterns would be conceivable, aiming at the discovery of patterns capturing long-distance interactions. However, the proposed method (and related approaches) have to work with a fixed, finite alphabet. Therefore, in one way or the other, angles and distances would have to be mapped onto a finite alphabet. We would expect that such a mapping has to be found in a data-dependent fashion to be successful.
